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Chapter 1 : Vampire Doll: Guilt-na-Zan (manga) - Anime News Network:W
Vampire Doll (Japanese: ãƒ•ãƒ³ãƒ‘ã‚¤ã‚¢ãƒ‰ãƒ¼ãƒ«ãƒ»ã‚®ãƒ«ãƒŠã‚¶ãƒ³, Hepburn: Vampire Doll Guilt-na-Zan) is a
manga by Erika Kari which takes place in modern time but holds a medieval, Gothic theme. The story starts out with
Kyoji, an exorcist who revives the spirit of Guilt-na-Zan, whom his ancestor entrapped in a cross.

Story[ edit ] One hundred years ago the vampire aristocrat Guilt-Na-Zan was sealed in a cross by a powerful
exorcist. In modern times he is released by Kyoji, a descendant of the original exorcist, but finds himself in the
body of a wax doll shaped like a cute girl. With the amount of blood he is allowed to take 1cc, a number set by
Kyoji he can only turn into his true form for about 5 minutes. However, the perfume has a delayed reaction, so
he can never know when the transformation will happen, or what side effects can occur. One major side effect
of the perfume is that, every full moon, Guilt-na-Zan changes back to his true form for that night, until the
moon sets but he will only have the same powers as he does in the form of the doll only being able to create
flowers and candy. Characters[ edit ] Guilt-na Zan Guilt-na Zan is a vampire aristocrat who was imprisoned
within a cross by Kyoeisai, an exorcist, one hundred years before the start of the manga. Before he was
imprisoned, he was seen as a lord among the vampires, with dark powers, which included the ability to control
"beasts of the earth" and to call thunder from the sky. When he is resurrected by the exorcist Kyoji, a
descendant of Kyoeisai, he is put into the form of a very cute female wax doll. His powers were reduced to
creating sweets, which he uses in making food for Kyoji and Tonae. He also turns into his true from on the
night of the full moon. Guilt-na Zan has silver hair and pigeon blood red eyes which turn silver when he is
very angry. He is quite handsome, and favors Gothic clothes. He has a strong sense of loyalty and is capable of
showing kindness. He loathes his new position and tries, in vain, to regain his true form. He seems to be
developing a strong relationship with Tonae. He loathes Kyoji and has a strong sense of friendship with
Vincent, though Vincent refers to him as "my lord," but Guilt-na Zan accepts that. Guilt-na is a wax doll into
which Kyoji resurrected Guilt-na Zan. She has corn-flower or sapphire blue eyes and very curly honey gold
hair which is set in pigtails with bat clips. The wax doll is important to Kyoji, as it was his most prized
creation. Kyoji created the doll for Tonae, who was very ill as a child. As Kyoji completed the doll, Tonae
became healthier. He has a number of hobbies, all of which he takes more seriously than his job as an exorcist.
However, when he is working, he does do his job quite well but usually making others unwillingly help him or
do the work for him. He has a fetish for young pretty girls, stating that he hates men and that they are dirty. He
makes dresses for both Tonae and Guilt-na. Kyoji is a comical character who seems to take few things
seriously. He is quite handsome, with long black hair and silver gray eyes. He wears glasses and keeps his hair
tied. He is a pervert, and seems to only show kindness to his sister. She has chocolate brown eyes and cocoa
brown long hair. Tonae is mostly quiet, and is loyal to her friends. She is pure and spacey and frequently goofs
off with Vincent. She usually wears her high school uniform, but also wears frilly outfits made by her brother.
After being banished, he stole a number of items all of which were cursed , which included the cross holding
Vincent and the Bat Axe. He is a powerful exorcist, and is always trying to fight Kyoji to take Guilt-na-Zan so
he can use him to take over the world. Kyoji is very mean to him, and calls him an idiot whenever they meet.
Kyoichi likes being called "Night Veil"; his ex-servant Vincent and his crude wax dolls called him this,
though others think it sounds strange. In Volume 5 he comes to his old family home with everyone else to live.
Vincent A bat by nature, Vincent has the ability to transform into a man. He has short, black hair and golden
eyes which are also apparently shadowed, and so he keeps sunglasses on. He says this is because his eyes are
sensitive to sunlight and because Kyoichi told him to, as they made him look scary. Vincent is as spacey and
sweet as Tonae and is also shy, but very loyal to Guilt-na-Zan. He has power over bats and small animals and
can use supersonic sound attacks. He is seen to have great strength as well. A pair of giant bat wings gives him
the power of flight. He was named by Guilt-Na-Zan after Beyonce, a girl who appears in volumes 3 and 4
whose real name was Vincent. It is later revealed that Vincent is the reincarnation of Beyonce. He absorbs
negative energy from people leaving them with only good feelings, shown by two male rivals who get very
intimate when he absorbs their negative energy and uses the energy to become more powerful. This increases
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his height and apparent age. Fully charged, he takes the appearance of a tall, muscular young man. If he has
little energy, he takes the appearance of a somewhat scrawny teenage boy. He came into the story by taking
negative energy from Mitsuhachi Academy. He accepted this offer and is currently working at the school. She
appears in volumes 3 and 4, when Guilt-Na explains how he came to be so sensitive he was taught kindness by
Beyonce. She had a blood disease which ultimately killed her, and though many people call her Beyonce, as
she prefers, her real name is Vincent. Guilt-Na-Zan gave this name to Vincent the bat when they first met,
realising that he was her reincarnation. Shizuka Her eyes are ivory and her hair is pale sepia. She is a very
serious school president, friend and classmate of Tonae, and a serious student. Her father is the principal of the
school, and she allowed Dune to stay as a student, to calm down the raucous fights by sucking negative vibes.
She seems to care about Dune quite a lot, although she does make him work as a security guard for the school
at night See vol. Tamaki, works as a teacher at Mitsuhachi Academy, and is infamous for his inordinate love
of food; Mr. Lawrence, the popular English teacher, often reprimands him for this, although to no avail. Hugo
He is a master at making dolls and the teacher of Kyoji. He is apparently immortal, the reason being that the
blood of a demon unnamed when they meet, but the demon was given the name "Dante" by Hugo was given to
him in order to save his life. He has wheat gold hair and forest green eyes. He has a very cute disposition and
is world-famous. He goofs off from his work, and apparently has a very close relationship with Dante. Dante
Dante is a Stabber type demon who has the appearance of a child with ice blue eyes and black hair. His hands
can produce long swords because of his demonic powers. A doll created by Hugo, he was the demon that gave
his life so that Hugo could live. He is very open of his love with Hugo, which embarrasses his creator. Dante
is also very overprotective of him. He wishes he were taller like he was in the past. He longs for Hugo to
acknowledge that he has the soul of the demon from so long ago. Moegi She has spectrum green hair with
emerald green eyes. When she was a small child she had died due to a sickness. She met a Shinigami in the
afterworld named Fahrenheit, who had come to take her soul. With great will to live, she made a deal with the
Shinigami and agreed to come back to the human world with Fahrenheit controlling her body with her soul
inside yet and the appearance of her. She is a friend of Tonae and Shizuka. She is also quite fragile and frail
but is a kind girl who seems to enjoy helping out friends. Fahrenheit Fahrenheit is a Shinigami who has come
to the human world in search of Dune, who is an old friend of his past. He has long, jet black hair and ochre
eyes. He has large horns and a fair sized sickle which later on in the manga is discovered to be the thing that is
holding back Fahrenheit. It seems that before he left for his job to be a shinigami, he ran away from Dune
without saying "Good-bye". With great regret, he becomes a student at Mitsuhachi Academy to try and tell
Dune what he never got to say but due to leaving the afterworld and abandoning his position which is a sin to
the Shinigami ways , he cannot speak when around Dune. He is promised by the sickle that if he is to take the
soul of Guilt-na-zan whom it refers to as a red-eyed, silver-haired vampire , he can be free. Although he is a
devil, he has to act like a normal high school girl, which is rather comical when he is doing things like knitting
or acting rather feminine.
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Chapter 2 : Read Vampire Doll Manga Online For Free
Vampire Doll is a very cute manga is the form of horror/comedy/uber cuteness:P. The once super mighty Guilt-na-zan
has been resurrected as a little blond doll girl called Guilt-na.

The story starts out with Kyoji, an exorcist who revives the spirit of Guilt-na-Zan, whom his ancestor
entrapped in a cross. Guilt-na-Zan, who was the greatest vampire a hundred years ago, is now forced to inhabit
a wax doll of a very beautiful and cute female, and be a maid for Kyoji. It was translated into English by
Tokyopop beginning in July In modern times he is released by Kyoji, a descendant of the original exorcist,
but finds himself in the body of a wax doll shaped like a cute girl. With the amount of blood he is allowed to
take 1cc, a number set by Kyoji he can only turn into his true form for about 5 minutes. However, the perfume
has a delayed reaction, so he can never know when the transformation will happen, or what side effects can
occur. One major side effect of the perfume is that, every full moon, Guilt-na-Zan changes back to his true
form for that night, until the moon sets but he will only have the same powers as he does in the form of the
doll only being able to create flowers and candy. Characters Guilt-na Zan Guilt-na Zan is a vampire aristocrat
who was imprisoned within a cross by Kyoeisai, an exorcist, one hundred years before the start of the manga.
Before he was imprisoned, he was seen as a lord among the vampires, with dark powers, which included the
ability to control "beasts of the earth" and to call thunder from the sky. When he is resurrected by the exorcist
Kyoji, a descendant of Kyoeisai, he is put into the form of a very cute female wax doll. His powers were
reduced to creating sweets, which he uses in making food for Kyoji and Tonae. He also turns into his true
from on the night of the full moon. Guilt-na Zan has silver hair and pigeon blood red eyes which turn silver
when he is very angry. He is quite handsome, and favors Gothic clothes. He has a strong sense of loyalty and
is capable of showing kindness. He loathes his new position and tries, in vain, to regain his true form. He
seems to be developing a strong relationship with Tonae. He loathes Kyoji and has a strong sense of friendship
with Vincent, though Vincent refers to him as "my lord," but Guilt-na Zan accepts that. Guilt-na is a wax doll
into which Kyoji resurrected Guilt-na Zan. She has corn-flower or sapphire blue eyes and very curly honey
gold hair which is set in pigtails with bat clips. The wax doll is important to Kyoji, as it was his most prized
creation. Kyoji created the doll for Tonae, who was very ill as a child. As Kyoji completed the doll, Tonae
became healthier. Kyoji is manipulative, greedy, and lazy. He has a number of hobbies, all of which he takes
more seriously than his job as an exorcist. However, when he is working, he does do his job quite well but
usually making others unwillingly help him or do the work for him. He has a fetish for young pretty girls,
stating that he hates men and that they are dirty. He makes dresses for both Tonae and Guilt-na. Kyoji is a
comical character who seems to take few things seriously. He is quite handsome, with long black hair and
silver gray eyes. He wears glasses and keeps his hair tied. He is a pervert, and seems to only show kindness to
his sister. Tonae is a holy girl whose kindness knows no bounds. She has chocolate brown eyes and cocoa
brown long hair. Tonae is mostly quiet, and is loyal to her friends. She is pure and spacey and frequently goofs
off with Vincent. She usually wears her high school uniform, but also wears frilly outfits made by her brother.
After being banished, he stole a number of items all of which were cursed , which included the cross holding
Vincent and the Bat Axe. He is a powerful exorcist, and is always trying to fight Kyoji to take Guilt-na-Zan so
he can use him to take over the world. Kyoji is very mean to him, and calls him an idiot whenever they meet.
Kyoichi likes being called "Night Veil"; his ex-servant Vincent and his crude wax dolls called him this,
though others think it sounds strange. In Volume 5 he comes to his old family home with everyone else to live.
Vincent A bat by nature, Vincent has the ability to transform into a man. He has short, black hair and golden
eyes which are also apparently shadowed, and so he keeps sunglasses on. He says this is because his eyes are
sensitive to sunlight and because Kyoichi told him to, as they made him look scary. Vincent is as spacey and
sweet as Tonae and is also shy, but very loyal to Guilt-na-Zan. He has power over bats and small animals and
can use supersonic sound attacks. He is seen to have great strength as well. A pair of giant bat wings gives him
the power of flight. He was named by Guilt-Na-Zan after Beyonce, a girl who appears in volumes 3 and 4
whose real name was Vincent. It is later revealed that Vincent is the reincarnation of Beyonce. He absorbs
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negative energy from people leaving them with only good feelings, shown by two male rivals who get very
intimate when he absorbs their negative energy and uses the energy to become more powerful. This increases
his height and apparent age. Fully charged, he takes the appearance of a tall, muscular young man. If he has
little energy, he takes the appearance of a somewhat scrawny teenage boy. He came into the story by taking
negative energy from Mitsuhachi Academy. He accepted this offer and is currently working at the school. She
appears in volumes 3 and 4, when Guilt-Na explains how he came to be so sensitive he was taught kindness by
Beyonce. She had a blood disease which ultimately killed her, and though many people call her Beyonce, as
she prefers, her real name is Vincent. Guilt-Na-Zan gave this name to Vincent the bat when they first met,
realising that he was her reincarnation. Shizuka Her eyes are ivory and her hair is pale sepia. She is a very
serious school president, friend and fellow classmate of Tonae, and a serious student. Her father is the
principal of the school, and she allowed Dune to stay as a student, to calm down the raucous fights by sucking
negative vibes. She seems to care about Dune quite a lot, although she does make him work as a security
guard for the school at night See vol. Tamaki, works as a teacher at Mitsuhachi Academy, and is infamous for
his inordinate love of food; Mr. Lawrence, the popular English teacher, often reprimands him for this,
although to no avail. Hugo He is a master at making dolls and the teacher of Kyoji. He is apparently immortal,
the reason being that the blood of a demon unnamed when they meet, but the demon was given the name
"Dante" by Hugo was given to him in order to save his life. He has wheat gold hair and forest green eyes. He
has a very cute disposition and is world-famous. He goofs off from his work, and apparently has a very close
relationship with Dante. Dante Dante is a Stabber type demon who has the appearance of a child with ice blue
eyes and black hair. His hands can produce long swords because of his demonic powers. A doll created by
Hugo, he was the demon that gave his life so that Hugo could live. He is very open of his love with Hugo,
which embarrasses his creator. Dante is also very overprotective of him. He wishes he were taller like he was
in the past. He longs for Hugo to acknowledge that he has the soul of the demon from so long ago. Moegi She
has spectrum green hair with emerald green eyes. When she was a small child she had died due to a sickness.
She met a Shinigami in the afterworld named Fahrenheit, who had come to take her soul. With great will to
live, she made a deal with the Shinigami and agreed to come back to the human world with Fahrenheit
controlling her body with her soul inside yet and the appearance of her. She is a friend of Tonae and Shizuka.
She is also quite fragile and frail but is a kind girl who seems to enjoy helping out friends. Fahrenheit
Fahrenheit is a Shinigami who has come to the human world in search of Dune, who is an old friend of his
past. He has long, jet black hair and ochre eyes. He has large horns and a fair sized sickle which later on in the
manga is discovered to be the thing that is holding back Fahrenheit. It seems that before he left for his job to
be a shinigami, he ran away from Dune without saying "Good-bye". With great regret, he becomes a student at
Mitsuhachi Academy to try and tell Dune what he never got to say but due to leaving the afterworld and
abandoning his position which is a sin to the Shinigami ways , he cannot speak when around Dune. He is
promised by the sickle that if he is to take the soul of Guilt-na-zan whom it refers to as a red-eyed,
silver-haired vampire , he can be free. Although he is a devil, he has to act like a normal high school girl,
which is rather comical when he is doing things like knitting or acting rather feminine.
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Chapter 3 : Vampire Doll: Guilt-na-Zan, Vol. 1 by Erika Kari
The concept of "Vampire Doll: Guilt-Na-Zan" is a pretty wild one, and Erika Kari seems determined to milk this
delightfully weird vampire tale for all the gender-bending, gothy-clad humor she can wring from it.

Amongst his dark powers were the abilities to control the beasts of the earth and call thunder from the sky. At
last, we were able to seal his soul in a cross. Written and drawn by Erika Kari who happens to like pretty boys
in frilly clothes , this manga is a hell of a lot more light-hearted than it seems from the opening quote. The
manga revolves around Guilt-na-Zan, a vampire whose soul was sealed into a female wax doll and forced to
become a servant to the descendant of the man who sealed him in the cross in the first place. Throw in a Death
God , evil spirits, and a bat-man, and watch the hijinks ensue. This manga presents examples of: Most of the
main male cast. Kyoichi gets these all the time, thanks to being featured as the resident Butt Monkey.
Guilt-na-Zan when he fights giant creatures. Dune, at least when he was introduced. Kyoji and Kyoichi have
their rare moments as well. Dante is this as well when he tries to protect Hugo. Pretty much all the male
characters in the series Bob Haircut: Shizuka Breaking the Fourth Wall: Come to think of it Kyoji, who often
lounges around the house doing nothing, even though he has a HELL of a lot of talents. Kyoichi tends to
become this thanks to Kyoji. Vincent, on a smaller scale. Also, any and all "villains" will fill this role at one
point or another. Cast Full of Pretty Boys: Did you read the Bishonen entry?
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Chapter 4 : Vampire Doll | Speedy deletion Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Vampire Doll: Guilt-na-zan, Volume 3 [Erika Kari] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
When Guilt-na-zan, a powerful vampire, is released from his prison only to be caged in the body of a female doll made
of wax.

The story starts out with Kyoji, an exorcist who revives the spirit of Guilt-na-Zan, whom his ancestor
entrapped in a cross. Guilt-na-Zan, who was the greatest vampire a hundred years ago, is now forced to inhabit
a wax doll of a very beautiful and cute female, and be a maid for Kyoji. Contents [ show ] Story One hundred
years ago the vampire aristocrat Guilt-Na-Zan was sealed in a cross by a powerful exorcist. In modern times
he is released by Kyoji, a descendant of the original exorcist, but finds himself in the body of a wax doll
shaped like a cute girl. With the amount of blood he is allowed to take 1cc, a number set by Kyoji he can only
turn into his true form for about 10 minutes. However, the perfume has a delayed reaction, so he can never
know when the transformation will happen, or what side effects can occur. One major side effect of the
perfume is that, every full moon, Guilt-na-Zan changes back to his true form for that night, until the moon
sets. Before he was imprisoned, he was seen as a lord among the vampires, with dark powers, which included
the ability to control "beasts of the earth" and to call thunder from the sky. His powers were reduced to
creating sweets, which he uses in making food for Kyoji and Tonae. He also turns into his true from on the
night of the full moon. Guilt-na Zan has silver hair and pigeon blood red eyes which turn silver when he is
very angry. He is quite handsome, and favors Gothic clothes. He has a strong sense of loyalty and is capable of
showing kindness. He loathes his new position and tries, in vain, to regain his true form. He seems to be
developing a strong relationship with Tonae. He loathes Kyoji and has a strong sense of friendship with
Vincent, though Vincent refers to him as "master," but Guilt-na Zan accepts that. Guilt-na is a wax doll into
which Kyoji resurrected Guilt-na Zan. She has corn-flower or sapphire blue eyes and very curly honey gold
hair which is set in pigtails with bat clips. The wax doll is important to Kyoji, as it was his most prized
creation. Kyoji created the doll for Tonae, who was very ill as a child. As Kyoji completed the doll, Tonae
became healthier. Kyoji Kyoji is manipulative, greedy, and lazy. He has a number of hobbies, all of which he
takes more seriously than his job as an exorcist. However, when he is working, he does do his job quite well
but usually making others unwillingly help him or do the work for him. He has a fetish for young pretty girls,
stating that he hates men and that they are dirty. He makes dresses for both Tonae and Guilt-na. Kyoji is a
comical character who seems to take few things seriously. He is quite handsome, with long black hair and
silver gray eyes. He wears glasses and keeps his hair tied. He is a pervert, and seems to only show kindness to
his sister. Tonae Tonae is holy girl whose kindness knows no bounds. She has chocolate brown eyes and
cocoa brown long hair. Tonae is mostly quiet, and is loyal to her friends. She is pure and spacey and
frequently goofs off with Vincent. She usually wears her high school uniform, but also wears frilly outfits
made by her brother. After being banished, he stole a number of items all of which were cursed , which
included the cross holding Vincent and the Bat Axe. He is a powerful exorcist, and is always trying to fight
Kyoji to take Guilt-na-Zan so he can use him to take over the world. Kyoji is very mean to him, and calls him
an idiot whenever they meet. In Volume 5 he comes to his old family home with everyone else to live. Vincent
A bat by nature, Vincent has the ability to transform into a man. He has short, black hair and golden eyes
which are also apparently shadowed, and so he keeps sunglasses on. Vincent is as spacey and sweet as Tonae
and is also shy, but very loyal to Guilt-na-Zan. He has power over bats and small animals and can use
supersonic sound attacks. He is seen to have great strength as well. A pair of giant bat wings gives him the
power of flight. He was named by Guilt-Na-Zan after Beyonce, a girl who appears in volumes 3 and 4 whose
real name was Vincent. He absorbs negative energy from people leaving them with only good feelings, shown
by two male rivals who get very intimate when he absorbs their negative energy and uses the energy to
become more powerful. This increases his height and apparent age. Fully charged, he takes the appearance of
a tall, muscular young man. If he has little energy, he takes the appearance of a somewhat scrawny teenage
boy. He came into the story by taking negative energy from Mitsuhachi Academy. He accepted this offer and
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is currently working at the school. She appears in volumes 3 and 4, when Guilt-Na explains how he came to be
so sensitive he was taught kindness by Beyonce. She had a blood disease which ultimately killed her, and,
though many people call her Beyonce, as she prefers, her real name is Vincent, which Guilt-Na-Zan gave to
Vincent the bat when they first met. Shizuka Her eyes are ivory and her hair is pale sepia. She is a very serious
school president, friend and fellow classmate of Tonae, and a serious student. Her father is the principal of the
school, and she allowed Dune to stay as a student, to calm down the raucous fights by sucking negative vibes.
She seems to care about Dune quite a lot, although she does make him work as a security guard for the school
at night See vol. Tamaki, works as a teacher at Mitsuhachi Academy, and is infamous for his inordinate love
of food; Mr. Lawrence, the popular English teacher, often reprimands him for this, although to no avail. Hugo
He is a master at making dolls and the teacher of Kyoji. He is apparently immortal, the reason being that the
blood of a demon unnamed when they meet, but the demon was given the name "Dante" by Hugo was given to
him in order to save his life. He has wheat gold hair and forest green eyes. He has a very cute disposition and
is world-famous. He goofs off from his work, and apparently has a very close relationship with Dante. Dante
Dante is a Stabber type demon who has the appearance of a child with ice blue eyes and black hair. His hands
can produce long swords because of his demonic powers. A doll created by Hugo, he was the demon that gave
his life so that Hugo could live. He is very open of his love with Hugo, which embarrasses his creator. Dante
is also very overprotective of him. He wishes he were taller like he was in the past. He longs for Hugo to
acknowledge that he has the soul of the demon from so long ago. Moegi She has spectrum green hair with
emerald green eyes. When she was a small child she had died due to a sickness. She met a Shinigami in the
afterworld named Fahrenheit, who had come to take her soul. With great will to live, she made a deal with the
Shinigami and agreed to come back to the human world with Fahrenheit controlling her body with her soul
inside yet and the appearance of her. She is a friend of Tonae and Shizuka. She is also quite fragile and frail
but is a kind girl who seems to enjoy helping out friends. Fahrenheit Fahrenheit is a Shinigami who has come
to the human world in search of Dune, who is an old friend of his past. He has long, jet black hair and ochre
eyes. He has large horns and a fair sized sickle which later on in the manga is discovered to be the thing that is
holding back Fahrenheit. It seems that before he left for his job to be a shinigami, he ran away from Dune
without saying "Good-bye". With great regret, he becomes a student at Mitsuhachi Academy to try and tell
Dune what he never got to say but due to leaving the afterworld and abandoning his position which is a sin to
the Shinigami ways , he cannot speak when around Dune. He is promised by the sickle that if he is to take the
soul of Guilt-na-zan whom it refers to as a red-eyed, silver-haired vampire , he can be free. Although he is a
devil, he has to act like a normal high school girl, which is rather comical when he is doing things like knitting
or acting rather feminine. Retrieved 13 October
Chapter 5 : Vampire Doll: Guilt-Na-Zan Vol. 1 Review - IGN
Read Vampire Doll: Guilt-na-Zan manga online free and high quality. Fast loading speed, unique reading type: All pages
- just need to scroll to read next page.

Chapter 6 : Baka-Updates Manga - Vampire Doll: Guilt-na-Zan
About Vampire Doll Guilt-na-Zan Manga () Bundle. This bundle contains volumes of Vampire Doll: Guilt-na-Zan and
features story and art by Erika Kari.. Guilt-Nazan is a vampire aristocrat who was sealed into a cross by Kyouji's
ancestor more than years ago.

Chapter 7 : Vampire Doll Vol. 5 : Guilt-Na-Zan by Kari Erika | eBay
Vampire Doll summary: Guilt-Na-Zan is a vampire aristocrat who was sealed into a cross by Kyouji's ancestor more than
years ago. Now Kyouji has revived him--although his soul was resurrected into a cute female doll and can only transform
into his real figure when he sucks blood from Kyouji's sister Tonae.
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Chapter 8 : Vampire Doll | Manga Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The manga revolves around Guilt-na-Zan, a vampire whose soul was sealed into a (female) wax doll and forced to
become a servant to the descendant of the man who sealed him in the cross in the first place.

Chapter 9 : Vampire Doll (Manga) - TV Tropes
Vampire Doll: Guilt-na-Zan manages to pull it off by combining the two genres, giving us a vampire trapped in the body
of a doll. It works surprisingly well, and provides plenty of plot and.
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